ASKUL

Building a Flexible Service Platform
Adaptable to Change with SAP® ERP
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Quick facts

“By implementing SAP ERP, we were
able to achieve real-time visualization
of sales performance. The ability to
share daily profit and loss information
and performance indicators with a
number of involved parties has been
a significant benefit.”
Shigeru Ogawara, Executive Officer, Business
Platform Design and Customer Solutions,
ASKUL Corporation

SAP Customer Success Story
Retail and Wholesale Distribution

Company
•	Name: ASKUL Corporation
•	Location: Tokyo
•	Industries: Retail and wholesale distribution
• Products and services: Office supplies and
services mail-order business
• Revenue: ¥188.9 billion (US$2.2 billion) –
fiscal year ended May 2010
•	Employees: 769 (as of May 2010)
• Web site: www.askul.co.jp (Japanese only)

•	Adapted to ASKUL’s unique “agent system” model
• Standardized interface with external
systems
•	Established a support system that can maximize the value of SAP ERP

Why SAP
•	Adaptability to ASKUL’s business
•	Ability to standardize business processes
based on packaged software
Challenges and Opportunities
•	Extensive global adoption of SAP ERP
• Support transformation to a next-generation • Successful implementation at a major
business model
Japanese retailer
•	Gain greater flexibility and scalability to
• Rich interface and flexible means of coordimeet customer needs
nation with other systems
• Replace legacy backbone system built on
Benefits
mainframe computers
• Real-time visualization of sales performance
Objectives
• Real-time sharing of performance indicators
•	Enable standardized business processes
with management
and low-cost operation by using packaged
• Sophisticated analysis of daily and weekly
software
data
• Reduce maintenance cost and workload
•	Lower maintenance costs
• Provide a rich interface to coordinate with
• Break from a management structure depenexternal systems in a flexible manner
dent on individual skills
•	Meet the needs of a Web-oriented busi•	Needs of Web-oriented business cycle met
ness cycle
• Faster IT response to evolutionary changes
in business
SAP® Solutions and Services
• SAP® ERP application
Existing Environment
• SAP NetWeaver® Business Warehouse
Custom-developed system built on mainframe
component and SAP NetWeaver Business computers
Warehouse Accelerator software
Third-Party Integration
Implementation Highlights
• Database: Oracle 10g (10.2.0.4)
•	Used packaged software to completely
•	Hardware: IBM p570
standardize business processes
•	Operating system: IBM AIX 5.2
• Benefited by IT and business departments’
close cooperation

ASKUL Corporation is a member of the PLUS Group, a major stationery manufacturer and supplier. Spun off as a separate company
in 1997, ASKUL has continued to grow. As its legacy mainframe
system became outdated, the company decided to install the SAP®
ERP application as its backbone software system. By interfacing
SAP ERP with the custom business systems that support its mailorder business, ASKUL has succeeded in strengthening its service
platform and transforming its business into a new, Web-oriented
on-demand model.
Flexibility and Scalability for
Customer Service
ASKUL is a leading mail-order office
supplies company known for its business model of “next-day delivery”
(asukuru in Japanese). To support its
customer-oriented policy, the company
has aggressively promoted the use of
IT, building a custom IT service infrastructure “e-platform” in incremental
steps since 2002. The company has
implemented a network of custom systems: an inventory control system, a
sales support system, a system for
sharing customer feedback, and a system for sharing delivery status information with shipping partners. True to
ASKUL’s management philosophy of
“Evolving with our customers,” these
systems were aimed at strengthening
the company’s comprehensive service
platform from order entry to delivery.
ASKUL built its backbone software
system on mainframe computers back
in 1997 when it became a separate
company, and it repeatedly added more

functionality to the system to accommodate its rapid business growth. After
a decade of operation, the increasing
maintenance cost and the limit on scalability had become major IT issues. In
addition, a shortage of master codes
threatened the company’s ability to
manage customer and merchandise
information. There was a pressing need
to establish an IT infrastructure that
could flexibly adapt to changes in the
market.
Shigeru Ogawara, executive officer of
business platform design and customer
solutions at ASKUL, looks back on
those days: “Our system then was in a
spaghetti-like mess. The mainframe
systems were optimized for individual
tasks. Although they did bring a lot of
benefit to the users, the enormous
amount of cost and time required to
add new functionality was hampering
the evolutionary processes of our
company.”

At the same time, reconsidering marketing strategies was also an urgent
issue. ASKUL started out with a mailorder business model, distributing catalogs to its customers twice a year and
accepting orders from the catalogs.
But today online orders account for
approximately 60% of all orders. “In
this online age, we have to deliver the
right products at the right prices. Our
existing backbone system, which
assumed that orders came in at the
fixed retail price shown in the catalog,
had reached its limit in flexibility and
scalability,” Ogawara explains.

New Software for a New
Business Model
ASKUL started its search for a new
backbone system in May 2007 and
finally selected SAP ERP from among
the candidates. The company decided
that it would be best to use comprehensive packaged software for retail
and wholesale operations that could be
standardized and included functionality
for such areas as sales administration,
finance, and accounting.
As a result of a fit/gap analysis,
ASKUL found that SAP ERP was most
adaptable to the business model the
company was aiming for. It was also
reassuring that a major Japanese
retailer had already successfully implemented SAP ERP. In addition, ever
since ASKUL Shanghai was established in 2006, globalization of its businesses had been one of the company’s
medium- to long-term business challenges – and SAP ERP had an extensive global track record.

“We plan to strengthen our one-to-one marketing, where we offer the
most relevant products based on an analysis of each customer. We have
high expectations for SAP solutions as the infrastructure to support our
ideal business model.”

Shigeru Ogawara, Executive Officer, Business Platform Design and Customer Solutions,
ASKUL Corporation
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ASKUL appointed SAP Consulting in
Japan as its implementation partner to
provide direct support for the overall
project, from requirements definition to
integration. Ogawara explains, “We
received proposals from multiple system integrators, but based on our policy of maximizing the use of standard
features in SAP ERP, we reached the
conclusion that the SAP solution was
the only one that could draw out the full
value without depending on an excessive number of add-ons.”

Business Process Standardization
and Coordination
The key point in the requirements definition was using standard features for
internal systems while identifying add-

collecting receivables, since they know
their respective local regions well.
ASKUL is in charge of sending out catalogs to the customers, accepting
orders by fax or online, shipping, and
billing. As ASKUL handles the billing on
behalf of the agents, our system needs
two customer masters on SAP ERP to
manage two sets of receivables – one
based on retail prices to bill mail-order
customers and the other based on
wholesale prices to bill agents.”
The company also needed a way to
manage same-day delivery and nextday delivery. For certain delivery areas,
ASKUL offers a service where it delivers the goods on the same day if the
order comes in by 11:00 a.m. and on
the next day if it comes in by 6:00 p.m.

“We received proposals from multiple system integrators, but . . . we reached
the conclusion that the SAP solution was the only one that could draw out
the full value without depending on an excessive number of add-ons.”
Shigeru Ogawara, Executive Officer, Business Platform Design and Customer Solutions,
ASKUL Corporation

ons to be developed to support the
core part of ASKUL’s business model.
This business model is called the
“agent system,” consisting of a network including approximately 1,500
agents. Inevitably, some add-ons were
necessary for functionality that was
not part of the standard features in
SAP ERP.
Ogawara explains, “In our agent system, local agents are charged with the
tasks of finding new customers and

This special provision was implemented
by adding a feature to an external warehouse management system.
Similarly, the enormous master management system – including nearly
50,000 items, just counting the items
currently handled – was developed outside SAP ERP. Only necessary data
goes into SAP ERP to help ensure
operational efficiency. Ogawara says,
“Managing the merchandise master is
part of our core business. So we

thought it would be best to build the
merchandise master outside of SAP
ERP to keep it separate from the backbone system and simply share the
information related to sales administration with SAP ERP.”
While such provisions were made,
customization of screens for internal
users was kept to a minimum, and
many standard screens were adopted
as is. According to Ogawara, “Based
on some advice from SAP, we stuck to
our policy of trying to customize as little as possible, because it could cause
difficulties in future version upgrades.
In the end, I believe our success was
thanks to team understanding and
cooperation among the business
departments developing the system.
Also, adhering to SAP standards in
developing the programs and specification documents enabled us to build a
backbone system that is easy to
maintain.”
The new backbone system has just a
single interface with other systems, so
that when new order entry channels or
sales channels are added, there is no
need to add separate features; they
can be handled through the standard
interface. This also leads to lower maintenance costs.

One-to-One Marketing Based on
Real-Time Data Analysis
In November 2009, after millions of
pieces of transaction data were
migrated, the new backbone system
successfully started its production run.
One year after implementation, SAP
ERP had already produced visible

www.sap.com /contactsap

benefits. “By implementing SAP ERP,”
Ogawara says, “we were able to
achieve real-time visualization of sales
performance. The ability to share daily
profit and loss information and performance indicators with a number of parties has been a significant benefit.”
Ogawara continues: “At the same time
as SAP ERP, we also implemented the
SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse
component to strengthen our use of
business intelligence. Today we are at a
stage where we are exploring ways to
get the most from this information, as
we carry out daily, weekly, and monthly
financial analysis; comparisons with the
previous year by customers’ size, industry, and services; and merchandise-level
analysis using drill-down functions. Considering that we had been analyzing
various indicators based on manually
prepared documents, this is quite a dramatic change.”
Another benefit is the previously mentioned reduction in maintenance costs
that resulted from using packaged software. Shrinking the number of maintenance staff, by discontinuing the
mainframe system and standardizing IT
support for sales and order management, has produced significant cost

benefits. Now the company plans to
work on outsourcing maintenance
tasks to further reduce operation
costs.
By overhauling its backbone system
with SAP ERP, ASKUL succeeded in
strengthening its original service platform using real-time data. Going forward, the company intends to focus on
transforming into an on-demand business model by reinforcing its Web marketing. This requires performing highly
accurate analysis on customers’ purchasing trends as they shift from ordering through catalogs to ordering online.
The company has already started
upgrading its IT infrastructure with an
eye on the next-generation business
model, and it has implemented the SAP
NetWeaver® Business Warehouse
Accelerator software to increase the
performance speed of SAP NetWeaver
Business Warehouse.
Ogawara concludes, “We plan to
strengthen our one-to-one marketing,
where we offer the most relevant products based on an analysis of each customer. We have high expectations for
SAP solutions as the infrastructure to
support our ideal business model.”
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